
Administrator’s Message
Quality Life. We will create a 

living environment that radiates, 
love, peace, spiritual contentment, 
dignity and safety, while 
encouraging personal independence.

This is one vision statement of 
Vetter Health Services. But how 
is this vision brought to fruition 
at Brookestone Meadows? A picture is worth a 
thousand words, so I won’t clutter this newsletter 
with a lot of prose. I will let the pictures speak for 
themselves of the peace, love, spiritual contentment 
and most of all, dignity that we all strive to promote 
at Brookestone Meadows. 

If you have ever pondered the words “Quality Life” and wondered what they 
really meant, well we hope these pictures speak a thousand words, right to your heart. 
Within these photos of events that have been hosted this past month at Brookestone 
Meadows we hope you see life, life well lived and lives well served. We hope you see 
kids, big and little enjoying life’s moments with smiles as big as can be. We hope you 
also see in the eyes of those we have captured in a snapshot of time; peace, joy and 
contentment. We hope you can see the comfort of great relationships between team 
members and those that they call “Family”. For this is at the heart of what we seek 
as we care for each person and we encourage personal independence and allow them 
dignity in life. So as you look at these pictures we hope they indeed speak a thousand 
words, right to your heart. Enjoy!

Roger Beins
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See It, Feel It, Taste It! Quality Life 
Abounds at Brookestone Meadows

M O M E N T S

Diane Bailey, Public Relations Coordinator

Doris Day Rose Planting

Dog Rescue

Zoo

More photos on back
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Alumni Reunion

Photo BoothFlower Potting Party


